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Indicud is the second studio album by American rapper Kid Cudi, released on August 27, 2009. It was
preceded by its lead single, "Day 'n' Nite", which was released in August 2008. Though it did not reach

the level of commercial success of his debut album Man on the Moon: The End of Day (2008), it was still
successful, reaching number two on the Top R&B/Hip Hop Albums and number 80 on the Billboard 200.
The album featured guest appearances from American rapper Jay-Z, former American rapper/producer

Kanye West, rapper and producer Swizz Beatz, and American singer-songwriter Alicia Keys. For the
album, Cudi ventured into an emotional state of depression following the breakup of his relationship

with then-girlfriend and fellow rapper Eve, and it was followed by the release of the single "Day 'n' Nite",
that was written and produced by hip hop producer and musician King Combs, a mentor of Cudi's who

went by the stage name Kid Cudi.[1][2] Indicud was also preceded by the release of its lead single, "Day
'n' Nite", which was released in August 2008.[3] The songs "Day 'n' Nite" and "Buddy Holly" are featured
on the soundtrack to the 2009 film adaptation of the J.J. Abrams film Super 8, along with the rest of the

album, though the songs "Day 'n' Nite" and "Buddy Holly" were re-recorded and are featured on the
Super 8: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack album released in 2010. The album was promoted by the

release of the single "Day 'n' Nite" in the United States. For the album, Cudi ventured into an emotional
state of depression following the breakup of his relationship with then-girlfriend and fellow rapper Eve,

and it was followed by the release of the single "Day 'n' Nite", that was written and produced by hip hop
producer and musician King Combs, a mentor of Cudi's who went by the stage name Kid

Cudi.[1][2]Indicud was also preceded by the release of its lead single, "Day 'n' Nite", which was released
in August 2008.[3] The songs "Day 'n' Nite" and "Buddy Holly" are featured on the soundtrack to the

2009 film adaptation of the J.J. Abrams film Super 8, along with the rest of the
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76k)Linguistic errors by radiologists: Are they a cause for concern? A nationwide survey. To assess the
prevalence of linguistic errors in medical reports (MRs) and the knowledge base used for reporting. A

nationwide survey was conducted involving two-stage stratified random sampling of 1261 radiologists.
The questionnaire consists of 64 statements related to MRs. The correct answer for each statement is

"yes." The prevalence of correct answers, and percentage of correct answers versus incorrect answers,
was analyzed. Three hundred fifty-one radiologists returned the survey. The respondents indicated "yes"
to 4% of the statements; the other 96% answered "no," "no information," or indicated that they had no
opinion. The most prevalent errors were confusion with "or" (38%), "medial" (31%), and "fused" (19%)
when reporting the inferior pedicle (IP) tunnel. The largest correct percentage for interpretation of "fat
and calcification" (50%) was attributed to "dual-beam," "water and air" (24%), and "pendular" (28%).
The correct percentages for "hypoplastic" and "ectopic" were 23% and 14%, respectively. The correct
percentage for the definition of "superior compartment," " inferior compartment," and "lesion" were

10%, 8%, and 6%, respectively. Radiologists commonly made linguistic errors; these errors were more
frequent in some subspecialties and less frequent when the report was for general medicine, and certain
classes of radiological findings. These errors are a concern, and especially so for the more poorly trained
radiologists. They should be addressed.Q: Converting generic C# class to a lambda I'm adding a method
to a generic class from a 3rd party API. This method is supposed to wrap a required object as a wrapper
object. This appears to be possible. public class MyClass { public T GetRequiredObject(string key) where

T : RequiredObject {
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